Harnessing our Free Life Energy:
Our Environment is our Energy!
Throughout this article we will speak of
natural “Life Energy”, meaning the existing
natural Living Energy that is uniquely inherent
to this planet, that although is known to exist,
cannot be weighed, measured or quantified in
any conventional scientific manner. We will
also refer to a concept called the “Joe Cell”,
merely as a reference point by way of it being
an example of how to harness our Father’s
freely available Life Energy.
We will also use the word “vacuum”
throughout this article, simply referring to the
force created within a defined or enclosed
space when the contents or portions of the
contents of that space are quickly removed or
vacated from it.
Typically, we might think of vacuum
force as being the by-product of some other
preceding expenditure of applied energy, such
as electricity in the vacuum-cleaner appliance.
There are other ways in which vacuum force
can be created. One method is by means of
deliberate manipulation of natural Life Energy
to create a vacuum. This process of creating
vacuum force shall be discussed here, together
with a means to positively apply that vacuum
force as free, non-polluting “power”, to
supplement or indeed even replace our
reliance upon fossil and other combustible fuel
sources.
The famed scientist and researcher,
Wilhelm Reich discussed natural Living
Energy with the even more famous Albert
Einstein (circa. 1930/40’s) while referring to it
as “Orgone”. Others have coined names such
as “Bion”, or referred to it as the “Aura”
surrounding a living entity. We shall stick to
natural Life Energy for this article. In Reich’s
discussions, he was able to establish that
although his Orgone energy could not be
scientifically measured, it could easily be
proven to exist, accumulated and manipulated
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to cause benefits for plants, animals and
humans in varying degrees.
“Kirlian” photography has historically
been used to photograph the existence of
natural Living Energy in virtually every living
thing. Most commonly this photography has
been used to capture evidence of the “ aura” of
a living subject, yet it has recently been used to
capture photographic evidence of this same
field of natural Living Energy as it exists in
many inert things such as soil, rocks, sand, and
most any other thing that can contain some
amount of moisture, including our planet’s very
unique atmosphere.
All of the scientific research indicates
that whatever we call this unique energy, it is in
fact the very energy that drives "life" and all
living things on this unique planet, including
uniquely causing frozen water to float. It is
fascinating to consider that when pure water is
frozen within an absolute vacuum, it will sink. It
floats on this planet due to the existence of
natural Life Energy which is naturally attracted
to the freezing water molecules, thus causing
them to be “lighter” than the unfrozen water
molecules in spite of being denser, a
phenomenon which we should be eternally
grateful for.
Without this unique ability for the frozen
water to attract the natural Life Energy and
otherwise defy the accepted scientific rules, our
freezing climates in certain areas would
continually freeze surface waters, sinking them
because of their colder and thus denser makeup, then freezing what liquid would rise to the
surface, and repeating this until all fresh water
on the planet was frozen and life could
thereafter not exist. Thankfully the inherent
characteristics of natural Living Energy have
been pre-programmed to avoid such an
occurrence.
Natural Living Energy is naturally
attracted to water molecules and to all living
cells by virtue of the very design of those

molecules and cells. It may be logically
deduced therefore, that this energy must be
attracted from "somewhere". Apparently the
somewhere, is also the very unique blue
atmosphere of this planet as well as most
every type of natural, but otherwise inert
substances that make up this planet, such as
soils, rocks, sand, water, etc., which all have
the ability to act as temporary “accumulators”
or loosely, temporary storage containers of this
natural Living Energy.
This also appears to be the same
"where" from which we are able to
"accumulate" it in certain artificial devices.
Science has accepted that when we
specifically design the shape of a “space”
within specific objects made from specific
materials, we can attract and accumulate
concentrations of natural Living Energy within
that space, in much the same manner as water
molecules or living cells accumulate it.
Examples of this artificial design would be such
devices as Reich’s “Orgone Accumulators”, or
the Australian’s “Joe Cells” used by many to
power automotive engines without any known
source or consumption of “fuel”.
Powering an automotive engine with
natural Life energy is where we come back to
the vacuum and where we will formally
introduce the concept of the “Joe Cell”. We will
not go into the specific details of how a Joe
Cell is alleged to work within this article, except
to refer to it’s design properties to the extent
they relate to this material. More information
may be obtained regarding the Joe Cell from
any number of web-sites, including: Joe Cell
Energy, or JoeCell Energy - Home.
A closing thought with regard to our brief
description of natural Living Energy would be
that it’s supply may be compared to that of
water. There is the same amount of water on
this planet today as there was five thousand
years ago - right down to the last drop. We do
not, nor can we, through consumption or use of
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water, actually destroy or eliminate any quantity
of water - we can only contaminate it, or
temporarily change it’s form or location. The
same applies to natural Living Energy. We do
not through the act of living, nor can we,
actually destroy or eliminate any quantity of the
naturally existing Living Energy. Plants and
animals can only temporarily use or access it’s
form and power to sustain their temporal lives.
Thus there is the same amount of natural
Living Energy on this planet today as there was
five thousand years ago, it is simply manifest in
different temporal life forms at this moment in
time.
We will start on the Joe Cell, by stating
that we strongly disagree with the idea that by
using a Joe Cell on a conventional auto engine,
we are somehow harnessing this natural Living
Energy (a.k.a. "Orgone") in any form
of "implosion" as most Joe Cell proponents
tend to believe. An implosion is essentially just
as destructive, if not more destructive than an
explosion when you fully grasp the mechanics
of the event, and we do not think for one
moment that we have been granted the
authority or ability to deliberately or accidentally
"destroy" or eliminate any of our Creator’s
natural Living Energy by imploding it, thus the
effect we are witnessing in the Joe Cell
equipped engines, must be something else.
We believe the explanation for the
observable effect of the Joe Cell on an engine
is quite simple. When enough natural Life
Energy is present in a normal automotive style
engine, that engine will start to run rough until
two things happen; first, the timing must be
adjusted to eliminate any spark on the
"compression" or power stroke, and second,
the conventional fuel supply must be cut off.
Each of these actions eliminates an explosive
or destructive potential. But there is one more
aspect of a conventional engine that is also the
cause of a minor "destructive" event, which is
the "compression" stroke.

The very act of "compression" of the
otherwise natural atmospheric pressure is
contrary to the natural design of the
atmosphere and could therefore be termed
destructive (less so than the combustion, but
still..). By simple process of elimination it
becomes rather obvious that when natural
Living Energy is accumulated in the Joe Cell
and then directed into the engine block, it
naturally looks for, or seeks a way to escape
the unnatural environment of the engine, and
get back to its more natural atmospheric
environment. It does this through the path of
least resistance – the open air channel within
the exhaust system. In other words it’s easiest
escape route while the engine is running, is to
follow the air flow as opposed to passing
through any "physical" parts of the engine.
Thus, for all intents and purposes, once
the engine is running and normal atmospheric
air is being drawn into the intake chamber, it
may reasonably be deduced that very little of
the artificially accumulated Life Energy is in the
intake area, only some small amount which
inadvertently migrates through the actual metal
components in that direction. Most of the
accumulated Life Energy, once directed toward
the running engine (from the Joe Cell
accumulator) would take the escape path of
least resistance through the exhaust chamber
and out the exhaust pipe. The small amount
that inadvertently migrates into the combustion
chamber is simply what causes the car to run
rough until the "explosive" or destructive effects
are stopped by eliminating any spark or any
fuel to that area.
Failing to eliminate the spark or the fuel
to an engine equipped with a Joe Cell causes
an extremely rough running engine. This rough
running phenomenon of Joe Cell equipped
engines, is simply the natural Living Energy
being manipulated into an environment where it
is subsequently forced to "escape" immediately
before the destructive forces of combustion can
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take effect within the combustion chamber.
When it escapes these potentially destructive
forces during a normally fuelled power stroke
for example, it creates a vacuum force in it’s
wake within the concurrently occurring
combustion action, which offsets those
concurrent explosive forces, thus generating
the appearance of a rough running engine.
The only reason the "spark" that is now
set to occur at the bottom of the piston stroke
seems to have any effect at all on the engine,
is because the natural Living Energy is simply
(and also) escaping the proximity of that
"spark". It also escapes that potential
damaging energy very quickly - literally
immediately, out through the open exhaust
ports, and in fact so quickly, that it creates a
vacuum in its wake. It is this extremely
intense vacuum caused by the natural Living
Energy escaping from these potentially harmful
destructive actions such as the combustion, the
advanced spark, or the compression, that
causes the engine to continue running after the
fuel source is cut off, not the equally
destructive "implosion" of the natural Living
Energy, or “Orgone” as many would
erroneously claim.
Basically powering an automotive type
engine with a Joe Cell could be summed up as
follows: “We are artificially accumulating
natural Living Energy and deliberately
manipulating it by directing it into a potentially
destructive environment called an automobile
engine. Because true Natural Living Energy
cannot be destroyed, (and we believe cannot
be reduced, eliminated or even damaged) it
must therefore immediately vacate the vicinity
of any potential destructive forces such as
combustion with the fuel, or proximity to the
spark, or even simple compression. By
vacating from the premises of these potential
destructive forces at incredible velocities –
precisely concurrent with any such destructive
occurrence, vacuum force is created within the

combustion chamber resulting in the effect of
what we typically refer to as "power" from the
engine.”
When asked to explain why the natural
Living Energy that is in proximity of the
explosive combustion is not damaged in that
explosive combustion of the fuels before the
supply is turned off, or why it is not damaged
by the spark, or by the simple compression, we
believe the answer is also simple and straight
forward. We do not purport that the natural
Living Energy “thinks”, or is capable of taking
evasive action to avoid these destructive
forces, rather it simply moves out of the path of
any destruction automatically as it was preprogrammed to do, and concurrently with any
such destructive force.
Vacating the vicinity of destructive forces
“concurrent” with those destructive forces
without being captive or subject to those
destructive forces may be further explained as
it relates to relativity. The time element of the
destructive action is relative to the motion of
the natural Living Energy, such that it’s
complete and successful escape is imminent.
Simply compare it to the example of a train
traveling northbound on it’s tracks at sixty miles
an hour toward a bullet fired southerly at the
oncoming train and traveling at roughly three
thousand feet per second. The bullet hits the
train without penetrating and immediately and
concurrently changes directions without
actually “stopping” as we understand the word.
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In other words, if the bullet was to have
stopped in order to reverse directions at impact
with the train, then the train would have had to
stop at the same time.
Since we know the train did not stop or
even slow down in it’s northerly motion upon
impact with the bullet, then the actual
directional motion of the bullet is relative to the
point in time that we attempt to measure, or
pinpoint it’s location. The bullet never truly
stops moving. This is the same phenomenon
that occurs with the natural Living Energy.
While it is indeed present concurrent with the
components of destructive combustion, it is
able to escape from the premises of that
destructive combustion concurrent with it’s
occurrence and free, or independent of any
involvement in that destructive combustion. At
any given point in time, the natural Living
Energy is outside of the sphere of any
destructive combustion, notwithstanding it may
also be concurrently contiguous to that same
destructive combustion.
The operation of an automotive engine
with a Joe Cell can now be reconciled to a
better comprehension of what is really
happening. This explanation also negates any
misconceptions that we human beings would
ever be able to implode or otherwise destroy
even some little portion of the natural Living
Energy that sustains life on this planet - that
most arrogant notion is just not acceptable.

